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ABSTRACT 
In recent days, the wireless communication system has become a more preponderant revolution; still there is a poor probability in 

call connection and the incrementing ratio in call termination. This paper shows the enhancement in wireless communication 

systems to amend the performance and to reduce the probability of call termination.  Proposed aspire solution to ameliorate the 

performance and to reduce the probability of call termination due to the handoff failure by deploying incipient Radio Access 

Communication (RAC) techniques over legacy. This RAC technique will amend the performance and to reduce the probability of 

call termination in a wireless communication system in reliable and more expeditious manner. This paper enhances the detailed 

discuss about the Inter/Intra radio access communication between variant networks. The proposed autonomous network will 

discuss the amendment in Quality of Accommodation during call establishment, perpetual calls, handover procedures and the 

results are graphically represented utilizing the simulated results are verified. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The worldwide explosion of increase in the demand for high speed communication services like global 4G 
deployments based on the long term evolution (LTE) requires mobile operators to deploy new radio access 
technologies (RATs) place on top with legacy technologies. Globally, mobile traffic is predicted to reach 
2,026,121 Terabytes per month in 2017, up from 201,303 Terabytes per month in 2012. The static spectrum 
allocation mechanism results in lots of free spectrum resources in space, and the spectrum is wasted [4]. As a 
result cost effective optical backhauling links will be eventually required to connect radio calls to a common 
central office.  To exploit a variety of inter/intra Software defined RAT to provide users with the best quality of 
service, the handover parameters of base stations (BSs) belonging to different RATs have to be mutually 
optimized in heterogeneous wireless networks. 

Many researchers proposed various  algorithms  for vertical and horizontal  handover technics  based on the 
multiple mobile terminal position , location   and the absolute signal strength threshold, and this algorithm 
improved handover performance for intersystem working between 2G and 3G cellular standards [31]. It is based 
on absolute signal strength plus distance measurements and showed that it outperforms the conventional 
algorithm based on signal strength measurements only. Self-organizing Networks (SON) -based algorithm for 
optimizing inter-RAT handover thresholds have been running on both LTE and 3G networks [8]. The particular 
inter-RAT KPIs (Key Overall performance Indicator) tend to be defined and also the real cause of mobility 
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malfunction event seemed to be established. A inter
measurement event the location where the primary limit matches towards helping cellular and also the minute 
thresholds towards neighboring targeted cellular regarding one more RAT OPT
obtainable selection and also the unproductive selection utilization need a great incipient connection paradigm 
to make use of the actual obtainable selection prospects.
 
Optimization: 

The shortage of the available spectrum an
communication paradigm to exploit the available spectrum opportunities. These design issues are interference, 
connectivity, stability, throughput, and fault tolerance 

A trade-off subsists between connectivity and interference: if a channel assignment algorithm assigns the 
same channel to the interfaces of several nodes, then the assignment procures more preponderant connectivity, 
but the channel communication faces supplemental interference [12], 

 

Fig. 1: Conventional Wireless RAC
 
Another paramount design concern for channel assignment is a stability that is defined in terms of the ripple 

effect and channel oscillation. 
Stability describes the degree of resistance to the vicissitudes in the network environment. The ripple effect 

caused the already assigned links to reassign the channels when the channel assignment is performed for a given 
link; thereby, reducing the network throughput 

The channel oscillation occurs when the channel assignment algorithm does not converge and the algorithm 
moves back and forth among sundry available culls [
customarily occur in a dynamic channel assignment [28

Throughput is a network performance quantification parameter that is significantly affected by the channel 
assignment in a network [24].  

Lastly, the fault tolerance feature of a channel assignment enables the network to o
failure by employing self-rejuvenating mechanisms [

The coexistence of multiple accommodations with possibly different legacy RATs in the same channel has 
been studied. However, general analytical models for how resources are 
IEEE802.11 and Bluetooth) are not facile to construct. The involution lies 
multiple accommodations with multiple legacy RATs, the differing channels optically discerned by the 
accommodations and heterogeneous access protocols employed by multiple RATs. Heterogeneous wireless 
network (HetNet), which is realized with the cooperation of multiple overlapping radio access technologies 
(multi-RAT), consists of a hierarchical architecture tha
the ever growing traffic demand in broadband wireless networks

 
Futuristic Ee  Rac Techniques: 

Here the system states the design and integration of test bed for 
of handoff techniques in Heterogeneous wireless Network. To find the availability of frequency bands, study 
behavior of the user and implement protocol architecture for freedom to access or transfer data in integrated IP 
based networks.   

The system intends to integrate from satellite (broadband) to high altitude platform to cellular 2G, 3G and 
4G systems to wireless local loop (WLL) and broadband wireless access (BWA) to WLAN, and wireless 
personal area networks (WPANs), all with IP as the integrating mechanism. Accessing information anywhere, 
anytime, with a seamless connection to a wide range of information and services, and receiving a large volume 
of information, data, pictures, video, and so on are the key infrastruct
bed for a spatial stochastic framework that integrating all IP based 
norms for individual IP networks. The 

• Checks the available Frequency bands using Spectrum Analyzer tools 
• Displaying the available hetero frequency in that region.
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to be established. A inter-RAT handover can be induced by the dual limit 
measurement event the location where the primary limit matches towards helping cellular and also the minute 
thresholds towards neighboring targeted cellular regarding one more RAT OPTIMIZATION .The absence in the 
obtainable selection and also the unproductive selection utilization need a great incipient connection paradigm 
to make use of the actual obtainable selection prospects. 

The shortage of the available spectrum and the inefficient spectrum utilization require an incipient 
communication paradigm to exploit the available spectrum opportunities. These design issues are interference, 
connectivity, stability, throughput, and fault tolerance  

connectivity and interference: if a channel assignment algorithm assigns the 
same channel to the interfaces of several nodes, then the assignment procures more preponderant connectivity, 

ces supplemental interference [12], [7]. 

 
RAC Architecture. 

Another paramount design concern for channel assignment is a stability that is defined in terms of the ripple 

Stability describes the degree of resistance to the vicissitudes in the network environment. The ripple effect 
caused the already assigned links to reassign the channels when the channel assignment is performed for a given 

rk throughput [26], [27]. 
The channel oscillation occurs when the channel assignment algorithm does not converge and the algorithm 

moves back and forth among sundry available culls [28], [6]. The ripple effect and channel oscillation 
dynamic channel assignment [28]. 

Throughput is a network performance quantification parameter that is significantly affected by the channel 

Lastly, the fault tolerance feature of a channel assignment enables the network to operate under node or link 
rejuvenating mechanisms [29]. 

The coexistence of multiple accommodations with possibly different legacy RATs in the same channel has 
been studied. However, general analytical models for how resources are shared by legacy contrivances (e.g., 
IEEE802.11 and Bluetooth) are not facile to construct. The involution lies at the interference engendered from 
multiple accommodations with multiple legacy RATs, the differing channels optically discerned by the 

dations and heterogeneous access protocols employed by multiple RATs. Heterogeneous wireless 
network (HetNet), which is realized with the cooperation of multiple overlapping radio access technologies 

RAT), consists of a hierarchical architecture that has been perceived as a promising alternative to meet 
the ever growing traffic demand in broadband wireless networks. [1] 

Here the system states the design and integration of test bed for Analyzing Performance of QoS parameters 
of handoff techniques in Heterogeneous wireless Network. To find the availability of frequency bands, study 

of the user and implement protocol architecture for freedom to access or transfer data in integrated IP 

The system intends to integrate from satellite (broadband) to high altitude platform to cellular 2G, 3G and 
4G systems to wireless local loop (WLL) and broadband wireless access (BWA) to WLAN, and wireless 

all with IP as the integrating mechanism. Accessing information anywhere, 
anytime, with a seamless connection to a wide range of information and services, and receiving a large volume 
of information, data, pictures, video, and so on are the key infrastructure. Design Next Generation Wireless test 

stochastic framework that integrating all IP based networks; apply the existing policies and 
norms for individual IP networks. The test bed have important features are listed below, 

ilable Frequency bands using Spectrum Analyzer tools  
Displaying the available hetero frequency in that region. 
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RAT handover can be induced by the dual limit 
measurement event the location where the primary limit matches towards helping cellular and also the minute 

IMIZATION .The absence in the 
obtainable selection and also the unproductive selection utilization need a great incipient connection paradigm 

d the inefficient spectrum utilization require an incipient 
communication paradigm to exploit the available spectrum opportunities. These design issues are interference, 

connectivity and interference: if a channel assignment algorithm assigns the 
same channel to the interfaces of several nodes, then the assignment procures more preponderant connectivity, 

Another paramount design concern for channel assignment is a stability that is defined in terms of the ripple 

Stability describes the degree of resistance to the vicissitudes in the network environment. The ripple effect 
caused the already assigned links to reassign the channels when the channel assignment is performed for a given 

The channel oscillation occurs when the channel assignment algorithm does not converge and the algorithm 
], [6]. The ripple effect and channel oscillation 

Throughput is a network performance quantification parameter that is significantly affected by the channel 

perate under node or link 

The coexistence of multiple accommodations with possibly different legacy RATs in the same channel has 
shared by legacy contrivances (e.g., 

the interference engendered from 
multiple accommodations with multiple legacy RATs, the differing channels optically discerned by the 

dations and heterogeneous access protocols employed by multiple RATs. Heterogeneous wireless 
network (HetNet), which is realized with the cooperation of multiple overlapping radio access technologies 

t has been perceived as a promising alternative to meet 

Performance of QoS parameters 
of handoff techniques in Heterogeneous wireless Network. To find the availability of frequency bands, study the 

of the user and implement protocol architecture for freedom to access or transfer data in integrated IP 

The system intends to integrate from satellite (broadband) to high altitude platform to cellular 2G, 3G and 
4G systems to wireless local loop (WLL) and broadband wireless access (BWA) to WLAN, and wireless 

all with IP as the integrating mechanism. Accessing information anywhere, 
anytime, with a seamless connection to a wide range of information and services, and receiving a large volume 

ure. Design Next Generation Wireless test 
apply the existing policies and 
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• Protocol architecture for transfer data to all IP based heterogeneous networks
• Estimate the parameters for intra 

techniques. 
 

Fig. 2: The control plane block states the proposed test bed configuration.
 
Assign the spectrum allocation algorithm for each IP based 

accessing parameters. Then to design a protocol architecture that 
the integrated IP based networks by that only we can 
occupied by the users. If it is fully occupied by the user study 
radio networks method.  Develop a Run Time Interoperability 
intra network system handover based 
absolute signal strength threshold achieved by 
with cognition to identify and access the free spectrum holes in anywhere in the inter / intra network system and 
reconfigure the signals as per the systems

This optimized tested and SD-
whenever and wherever needed with high usability of available spectrum in enormous traffic and limited or 
unavailable spectrum user. It will be benefit for emergency communication in 

 
Radio Access Techniques: 
Cellular system, it is vital for doing this to help you possess a structure wherein it could possibly manage 

many customers in almost any offered time period. There are various means of accomplishing this, and since 
cellphone technological innovation possesses advanced, diverse strategies are actually applied.  A few 
of tasks for that will almost any many gain access to structure should be able to meet up with: Capability to 
manage many customers without common interferen
array efficiency Must become strong, which allows simplicity of handover involving tissues. The info for being 
transmitted on an OFDM indication can be spread over the insurers from the indication, eac
provider acquiring section of the payload. This lessens the info price considered by means of each and every 
service provider. The low information price has got the advantage that will interference coming from insights is 
quite a bit a smaller amount essential. That is accomplished by means of establishing a sentinel wedding band 
time period or perhaps sentinel time period into your method..

This ascertains that the data is only sampled when the signal is stable and no incipient delayed 
that would alter the timing and phase of the signal. 
sampled if the transmission can be secure and no incipient delayed alerts appear that would adjust the particular 
timing and also step on the transmission. This submitting on the info all over a profoundly heavy variety of 
service providers in the OFDM transmission offers several additional positive aspects.  Nulls caused by multi
path consequences or even disturbance on a provided ra
minuscule variety of the particular service providers, the particular outstanding versions staying gotten 
appropriately. With the use of error
to the transported transmission, this permits numerous or even each of the dangerous info to become 
reconstructed within the device. This is often done as the error rectification signal can be transported in a 
distinct area of the transmission.  

Handoff is incredibly mundane and quite a few frequently transpired in cell phone verbal exchanges and so 
it must be dealt with effectively intended for desired effectiveness on the cell phone system. Handoff is 
incredibly paramount in coping with differen
disorders even though source shortages after having a handoff cannot be eschewed plenarily. So managing 
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Protocol architecture for transfer data to all IP based heterogeneous networks 
Estimate the parameters for intra system, horizontal handover and intersystem Vertical handover 

 
states the proposed test bed configuration. 

Assign the spectrum allocation algorithm for each IP based network including its maximum and minimum 
accessing parameters. Then to design a protocol architecture that has a freedom to access or transfer data to all 
the integrated IP based networks by that only we can examine which IP based network node will free or 

ied by the users. If it is fully occupied by the user study behavior of the user then only use the cognitive 
radio networks method.  Develop a Run Time Interoperability algorithm – Graph theoretical approach for inter / 
intra network system handover based on the combination of position location of mobile terminals and the 
absolute signal strength threshold achieved by a combination of all systems named as heterogeneous networks 
with cognition to identify and access the free spectrum holes in anywhere in the inter / intra network system and 
reconfigure the signals as per the systems.[31]  

-RAT based protocol support architecture makes improved communication 
whenever and wherever needed with high usability of available spectrum in enormous traffic and limited or 
unavailable spectrum user. It will be benefit for emergency communication in the defense sector

Cellular system, it is vital for doing this to help you possess a structure wherein it could possibly manage 
many customers in almost any offered time period. There are various means of accomplishing this, and since 

nological innovation possesses advanced, diverse strategies are actually applied.  A few 
for that will almost any many gain access to structure should be able to meet up with: Capability to 

manage many customers without common interference. Capability to become capable of improve the actual 
array efficiency Must become strong, which allows simplicity of handover involving tissues. The info for being 
transmitted on an OFDM indication can be spread over the insurers from the indication, eac
provider acquiring section of the payload. This lessens the info price considered by means of each and every 
service provider. The low information price has got the advantage that will interference coming from insights is 

smaller amount essential. That is accomplished by means of establishing a sentinel wedding band 
time period or perhaps sentinel time period into your method.. 

This ascertains that the data is only sampled when the signal is stable and no incipient delayed 
that would alter the timing and phase of the signal. This particular ascertains which the data should be only 
sampled if the transmission can be secure and no incipient delayed alerts appear that would adjust the particular 

tep on the transmission. This submitting on the info all over a profoundly heavy variety of 
service providers in the OFDM transmission offers several additional positive aspects.  Nulls caused by multi
path consequences or even disturbance on a provided rate of recurrence simply have an effect on a new 
minuscule variety of the particular service providers, the particular outstanding versions staying gotten 
appropriately. With the use of error-coding techniques, which usually does specify establishing additi
to the transported transmission, this permits numerous or even each of the dangerous info to become 
reconstructed within the device. This is often done as the error rectification signal can be transported in a 

Handoff is incredibly mundane and quite a few frequently transpired in cell phone verbal exchanges and so 
it must be dealt with effectively intended for desired effectiveness on the cell phone system. Handoff is 
incredibly paramount in coping with different means in Cell Methods. Handoffs shouldn't result in paramount 
disorders even though source shortages after having a handoff cannot be eschewed plenarily. So managing 
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intersystem Vertical handover 

including its maximum and minimum 
a freedom to access or transfer data to all 

which IP based network node will free or 
of the user then only use the cognitive 

Graph theoretical approach for inter / 
on the combination of position location of mobile terminals and the 

of all systems named as heterogeneous networks 
with cognition to identify and access the free spectrum holes in anywhere in the inter / intra network system and 

ol support architecture makes improved communication 
whenever and wherever needed with high usability of available spectrum in enormous traffic and limited or 

the defense sector. 

Cellular system, it is vital for doing this to help you possess a structure wherein it could possibly manage 
many customers in almost any offered time period. There are various means of accomplishing this, and since 

nological innovation possesses advanced, diverse strategies are actually applied.  A few varieties 
for that will almost any many gain access to structure should be able to meet up with: Capability to 

ce. Capability to become capable of improve the actual 
array efficiency Must become strong, which allows simplicity of handover involving tissues. The info for being 
transmitted on an OFDM indication can be spread over the insurers from the indication, each and every service 
provider acquiring section of the payload. This lessens the info price considered by means of each and every 
service provider. The low information price has got the advantage that will interference coming from insights is 

smaller amount essential. That is accomplished by means of establishing a sentinel wedding band 

This ascertains that the data is only sampled when the signal is stable and no incipient delayed signals arrive 
This particular ascertains which the data should be only 

sampled if the transmission can be secure and no incipient delayed alerts appear that would adjust the particular 
tep on the transmission. This submitting on the info all over a profoundly heavy variety of 

service providers in the OFDM transmission offers several additional positive aspects.  Nulls caused by multi-
te of recurrence simply have an effect on a new 

minuscule variety of the particular service providers, the particular outstanding versions staying gotten 
coding techniques, which usually does specify establishing additional info 

to the transported transmission, this permits numerous or even each of the dangerous info to become 
reconstructed within the device. This is often done as the error rectification signal can be transported in a 

Handoff is incredibly mundane and quite a few frequently transpired in cell phone verbal exchanges and so 
it must be dealt with effectively intended for desired effectiveness on the cell phone system. Handoff is 

t means in Cell Methods. Handoffs shouldn't result in paramount 
disorders even though source shortages after having a handoff cannot be eschewed plenarily. So managing 
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handoffs is incredibly considerably consequential to get a desired disruption totally free cell phone verbal 
exchanges. A hard handoff is actually a new "break above create link. A hard handoff happens when end users 
practical knowledge a disruption during the handover course of action caused by rate of recurrence shifting. A 
hard handoff can be understood by means of system fitters as an celebration during the telephone. They are 
meant to become immediate as a way to decrease the particular trouble on the telephone Hard handoff is usually 
additional partioned since intra and also inter-cell handoffs. Intra and also inter-cell handoffs: Within intra-cell 
handoff the cause and also focus on usually are one particular and also the very same cell phone and only the 
particular applied channel usually are transported during the handoff. This purport associated with intra-cell 
handoff would be to transmute a new channel which may be interrupted, or even fading by having an incipient 
more pellucid or even a lesser amount of fading channel. In the inter -- cell phone handoff the cause and also the 
focus on usually are distinct cells (even whenever they usually are about the same cell phone site). This purport 
on the inter-cell handoff would be to conserve the telephone because the prospect can be transferring out of the 
section of the origin cell phone and also going into the particular section of the focus on cell phone. 

Conclusively, Hard handoff is sanctioned between members of different soft zones, but not between 
members of the same soft zone. 

Handoff occurs only when the call gets terminated state. The quality of the network is plenarily depends 
upon the communication link between the nodes. Handover is a component of mobility management that occurs 
due to the mobility of a wireless station. Mobility management fortifies roaming of the station, sanctioning 
uninterrupted accommodations by getting connected to an incipient access point. Mobility affects all protocol 
stacks from physical, data link, network, convey and application layers. The goal of mobility management is to 
ascertain some of the key functionalities like expeditious handover with low handoff delay, seamless connection 
with less or no packet loss, less signaling overhead for better scalability efficiency routing, quality of 
accommodation maintenance and providing security. 

To perform the handoff techniques in UE (Utilizer Equipment’s), Utilizer equipment’s should contain the 
capability to access the different frequency bands and advanced performance measures. Inter radio access 
techniques provide the seamless mobility “make afore break”. Inter handover handled in three stages, self-
configuration, self-optimization, self-rejuvenating. 

On self-configuration stage, the network configured automatically configures its parameter. Configuration 
of self is coming under the orchestrating of the network formation. Self-optimization amends the network 
performance and quality of accommodation provided by the provider. Self-rejuvenating designates the detecting 
network failure and automatically reconfigure to its better performance range. 

Now a day, Networks are becoming heterogeneous, so need to move the advanced Radio Access 
Technology which is called Intra-RAT. It handles the sundry network coverage and handover among the sundry 
network coverage areas. 

In our works, we perform a sundry analysis in parameters they are given as follows feedback controller and 
gain scheduler. 

Switching systems undergo many quandaries regarding telecom traffic. There are different conditions 
which affect the performance of the switching systems. 

 
Fig. 3: Probability of Call Establishment 

 
Probability of call blocking rate 
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When there is a finite number of sources, the incipient incoming call offered to the system can be affected 
by the calls which are currently in progress in the system, and when the system is plenarily occupied, then 
incipient incoming call undergoes in blocking
sources is sizable voluminous the probability of incipient call arising is independent of the number of calls in 
progress. In the circuit switched systems when voice traffic is taken into account, inco
terminals are not statistically independent for 1
the server is being well occupied. 

 
Ttt Based Rac: 
The wireless cellular networks need for improving coverage, system capacity and service quality became 

important. This paper, enhance that improvement of coverage and reducing the call 
The system architecture is, 
 

Fig. 4: Flow of RAC 
  
In our system the PCB and GS regularly analyze the networks and update all MS and its usages to its MSC 

with a regular time interval. During the ongoing call, the Signal t
signal strength; it needs to move up 
checking the available node in the same frequency band if is 
procedure if the same frequency band is Congested the UE checks the available band in the other frequency 
range it there is a free spectrum, then
spectrum and to overlay the vertical 

Time To Trigger (TTT) is added to improve the performance. Initially, the network is formed with the 
different wireless technologies which are 2G, 3G, and 4G. The mobile nodes are updated with their 
characteristics and mobility parameters. After the mobility parameters access the node for the call and data 
sharing. 

Fig. 5: Time Dependent Access model
 

A. Energy Efficiency in RAT.: 
To improve the coverage capacity, performance and reduce the call failure rate, there will be a periodical 

update about the network and its MSC the UE exhibit energy level to avoid the loss 
Efficient RAT techniques can be used.  Differ
placed; each MN exhibits their own transmission parameters to access by the user equipment (UE). The Energy
Efficient  algorithm describes each portable node have to exit its SNR level if the u
value, afterwards user connects with that precise  movable node.  If there is vast change value in the SNR and its 
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there is a finite number of sources, the incipient incoming call offered to the system can be affected 
by the calls which are currently in progress in the system, and when the system is plenarily occupied, then 
incipient incoming call undergoes in blocking state which results in CONGESTION. Wh

voluminous the probability of incipient call arising is independent of the number of calls in 
progress. In the circuit switched systems when voice traffic is taken into account, inco
terminals are not statistically independent for 100% prosperity rate because their experiences congestion when 

The wireless cellular networks need for improving coverage, system capacity and service quality became 
important. This paper, enhance that improvement of coverage and reducing the call terminates

 

PCB and GS regularly analyze the networks and update all MS and its usages to its MSC 
g the ongoing call, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is higher than the received 

it needs to move up with a handoff to another node. Then, with the help
checking the available node in the same frequency band if is available, then ignite the Horizontal 
procedure if the same frequency band is Congested the UE checks the available band in the other frequency 

spectrum, then the UE configure the parameters using software d radio to access that 
spectrum and to overlay the vertical hand over procedure with the help of MSC.  

is added to improve the performance. Initially, the network is formed with the 
different wireless technologies which are 2G, 3G, and 4G. The mobile nodes are updated with their 

and mobility parameters. After the mobility parameters access the node for the call and data 

 
Time Dependent Access model 

To improve the coverage capacity, performance and reduce the call failure rate, there will be a periodical 
update about the network and its MSC the UE exhibit energy level to avoid the loss 

RAT techniques can be used.  Different frequency band and its corresponding Mobile Nodes (MN) are 
placed; each MN exhibits their own transmission parameters to access by the user equipment (UE). The Energy
Efficient  algorithm describes each portable node have to exit its SNR level if the user has to use the same SNR 
value, afterwards user connects with that precise  movable node.  If there is vast change value in the SNR and its 
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there is a finite number of sources, the incipient incoming call offered to the system can be affected 
by the calls which are currently in progress in the system, and when the system is plenarily occupied, then 

state which results in CONGESTION. When the number of 
voluminous the probability of incipient call arising is independent of the number of calls in 

progress. In the circuit switched systems when voice traffic is taken into account, incoming calls from the 
experiences congestion when 

The wireless cellular networks need for improving coverage, system capacity and service quality became 
terminates.  

PCB and GS regularly analyze the networks and update all MS and its usages to its MSC 
is higher than the received 
the help of MSC the UE 
the Horizontal Handover 

procedure if the same frequency band is Congested the UE checks the available band in the other frequency 
using software d radio to access that 

is added to improve the performance. Initially, the network is formed with the 
different wireless technologies which are 2G, 3G, and 4G. The mobile nodes are updated with their 

and mobility parameters. After the mobility parameters access the node for the call and data 

To improve the coverage capacity, performance and reduce the call failure rate, there will be a periodical 
update about the network and its MSC the UE exhibit energy level to avoid the loss of energy the Energy-

ent frequency band and its corresponding Mobile Nodes (MN) are 
placed; each MN exhibits their own transmission parameters to access by the user equipment (UE). The Energy-

ser has to use the same SNR 
value, afterwards user connects with that precise  movable node.  If there is vast change value in the SNR and its 
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interference value,  next that distinct MS goes to the SLEEP state.
equipment has searched all the mobile stations and its signal noise ratio and match the corresponding SNR value 
with that UE if it is same connect to the mobile station if it is vary the search for the other MS to do the active 
energy spend by the UE have been saved by sleep state concept. 
SNR value then it has to be waiting for the handover turn, and it has to update their free state with regular time 
intervals. 

 
B. Radio Access Algorithm: 

The application of the algorithm in inter/intra radio access techniques is given as follows,
This section describes the RAC algorithm. Its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1, where the function send 

(B; i) sends data B to node i. Because each node has CR capability, any node j 
the spectrum periodically. If at least one channel is available, node j needs to update its neighbor set Nj. Each 
node can discover its neighbors through beacon transmission or a HELLO protocol.

 
Energy Efficiency in RAT 
 
1: Radio - Access () 
2: If K type = Sync or t = Sreserve then 
3: IDLE (); Else 
4:If t = S1 or t = S2 then  
5: IDLE () and wait Tguard. 
6:If no packet to transmit then
7: SLEEP (); Else 
8:If t = S guard then 

9:If NB  N1-hop then  
10: IDLE (); Else 

11:If NC  N1-hop then  
12: IDLE () and wait Tguard. 
13: If no packet to receive then 
14: SLEEP (); Else 

15:If NA  N1-hop and receiving 
16: IDLE (); Else 
17: SLEEP () 

 
In this algorithm, when the destination d is a neighbor 

directly (Lines 4-6). For any node j currently carrying the data, when it meets a node i that is more optimal than 
itself and is also the most optimal one among its neighbors, 
relay (Lines 7-12). Obviously, if the source does not meet a 
relay. 

 
RAC Algorithm  
1: repeat 
2: if at least one channel is available then
3: Update Nj if needed; Node j may be the
source or a relay. 
4: if d €j then .d is the destination;
5: send (B; d); return 
6: end if 
7: for each node i €Nj do 
8: exchange routing information with i;
9: if O(I , j)=True ^ for Ʉk Nj
   = True    then.  
If i is better than j and   j’s 
    neighborhood; 
10: send(B; i); 
11: end if 
12: end for 
13: end if 
14: until the data expires; 
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interference value,  next that distinct MS goes to the SLEEP state. Without the sleep state concept, the user 
ipment has searched all the mobile stations and its signal noise ratio and match the corresponding SNR value 

with that UE if it is same connect to the mobile station if it is vary the search for the other MS to do the active 
n saved by sleep state concept. If the MS falls on the same inference and the 

SNR value then it has to be waiting for the handover turn, and it has to update their free state with regular time 

algorithm in inter/intra radio access techniques is given as follows,
This section describes the RAC algorithm. Its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1, where the function send 

(B; i) sends data B to node i. Because each node has CR capability, any node j currently holding the data senses 
the spectrum periodically. If at least one channel is available, node j needs to update its neighbor set Nj. Each 
node can discover its neighbors through beacon transmission or a HELLO protocol. 

type = Sync or t = Sreserve then  

6:If no packet to transmit then 

 
13: If no packet to receive then  

hop and receiving a packet then  

In this algorithm, when the destination d is a neighbor of the source or a relay, the data is delivered to 
6). For any node j currently carrying the data, when it meets a node i that is more optimal than 

imal one among its neighbors, it transmits the data to node i, which acts as the new 
12). Obviously, if the source does not meet a node that is more optimal than itself, it acts as the 

channel is available then 
3: Update Nj if needed; Node j may be the 

€j then .d is the destination; 

8: exchange routing information with i; 
Ʉk Nj \ I   O(I,k) 
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Without the sleep state concept, the user 
ipment has searched all the mobile stations and its signal noise ratio and match the corresponding SNR value 

with that UE if it is same connect to the mobile station if it is vary the search for the other MS to do the active 
If the MS falls on the same inference and the 

SNR value then it has to be waiting for the handover turn, and it has to update their free state with regular time 

algorithm in inter/intra radio access techniques is given as follows, 
This section describes the RAC algorithm. Its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1, where the function send 

currently holding the data senses 
the spectrum periodically. If at least one channel is available, node j needs to update its neighbor set Nj. Each 

source or a relay, the data is delivered to do 
6). For any node j currently carrying the data, when it meets a node i that is more optimal than 

the data to node i, which acts as the new 
is more optimal than itself, it acts as the 
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Simulation results have shown that the performance of the parameters such as of the system 

trigger reduces the delay. And also avoids the late handover, early handover and handover to the incorrect 
Performance parameters which will incre
handoff. 

The parameters which clearly increase performance after the Time to Trigger 
The parameters are Throughput, Latency, Packet Delivery Ratio and Bit E
as the ratio of ratio of the data transferred volume to the transfer time. The latency is defined as the interval 
between the and response to limit the maximum
between thenumbers of the delivered packets to the number of the total delivered packets. However the 
simulation results are shown that graphically to 

The performance results are given
The green color node represents 

node represents the 3G. And the black color represents the 2G.
 

Fig. 6: Simulation Window 
  

A. Throughput: 
Throughput or throughput network is

channel. The data these messages belong to may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or it can 
through a certain network node. 

Sthr  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Packet delivery ratio: 
The number of useful information 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulation results have shown that the performance of the parameters such as of the system 
the delay. And also avoids the late handover, early handover and handover to the incorrect 

Performance parameters which will increase the efficiency and avoids the call termination due to the delayed 

The parameters which clearly increase performance after the Time to Trigger adds to the SON Architecture. 
The parameters are Throughput, Latency, Packet Delivery Ratio and Bit Error Rate. The throughput is defined 
as the ratio of ratio of the data transferred volume to the transfer time. The latency is defined as the interval 

limit the maximum transmission. The packet delivery ratio is defined as the r
of the delivered packets to the number of the total delivered packets. However the 
shown that graphically to improve performance. 

are given as follows, 
The green color node represents the 4G. The blue color node represents the User equipment’s. The red color 

node represents the 3G. And the black color represents the 2G. 

 

network is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication 
channel. The data these messages belong to may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or it can 

 

The number of useful information bits delivered by the network to a certain destination per unit of time.
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Simulation results have shown that the performance of the parameters such as of the system with Time to 
the delay. And also avoids the late handover, early handover and handover to the incorrect cell. 

ase the efficiency and avoids the call termination due to the delayed 

to the SON Architecture. 
rror Rate. The throughput is defined 

as the ratio of ratio of the data transferred volume to the transfer time. The latency is defined as the interval 
transmission. The packet delivery ratio is defined as the ratio 

of the delivered packets to the number of the total delivered packets. However the 

the 4G. The blue color node represents the User equipment’s. The red color 

the rate of successful message delivery over a communication 
channel. The data these messages belong to may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or it can pass 

by the network to a certain destination per unit of time. 
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C. Bit error rate: 

The bit errorrate  is the number of bit errors per unit time. The bit error ratio is the number of bit errors ratio 
between the total number of transferring bits during a studied time interval.

 
Conclusion: 

This paper brings the conception of inter/intra radio acce
algorithm is kenned as Radio access Communication (RAC). We present a detailed analysis on RAC and 
employ simulation study to validate our analysis. The performance of RAC is additionally evaluated predicate
on both authentic world data and graphical data. By comparing with the RAT algorithms, we observe that RAC 
limpidly performs well in terms of distribution latency and distribution ratio. In our future research, we will 
increment the efficiency of frequen
communication establishment. In future enhancement, to deploy the system in cloud infrastructure as cloud 
radio access techniques (CRAT). 
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rate  is the number of bit errors per unit time. The bit error ratio is the number of bit errors ratio 
transferring bits during a studied time interval. 

 

 

This paper brings the conception of inter/intra radio access techniques in wireless networks. The proposed 
algorithm is kenned as Radio access Communication (RAC). We present a detailed analysis on RAC and 
employ simulation study to validate our analysis. The performance of RAC is additionally evaluated predicate
on both authentic world data and graphical data. By comparing with the RAT algorithms, we observe that RAC 
limpidly performs well in terms of distribution latency and distribution ratio. In our future research, we will 
increment the efficiency of frequency band and reliable data transmission with the cognizance predicated 
communication establishment. In future enhancement, to deploy the system in cloud infrastructure as cloud 
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